
Public Workshop Plan

The bookmaking workshop is to be run in the first room of the Apothecary.
A long table will be brought in for the work space and all materials (paper, thread, needles) 
will be provided, along with decorating materials for the covers of the books (including 
markers, stencils, stickers and bottle labels). It will need to be run by one or two people at a 
time, depending on the number of people needing instruction.

The drawing workshop will be held in the end room with the main installation piece. Large 
pieces of paper will be set up to cover the walls and all ages will be invited to participate in 
drawing different images inspired off of medicinal herbs and medicines, as well as things 
seen in the apothecary or around the gardens. All materials such as graphite, conte crayon 
and charcoal will be provided for people to use, as well as a host of reference materials 
including medicinal illustration books and actual herbs and plant matter. 

Instructions for the Drawing Workshop (from which visitors may choose before beginning 
to draw):

A. Pick up a plant of your choice, close your yes and use your sense of touch to draw what 
you feel.

B. Grind up some herbs and draw from what you remember of how the plant or herb 
looked. 

C. Read a remedy from on of the lists and draw what you think the ingredients looked like, 
or what you imagine the remedy was contained in.

D. Pick out something from the source material and,
1.  Draw a continuous line drawing - do not take your pencil off the paper.
2. Draw with your non-dominant hand (the one you normally wouldn’t use to write).
3. Engage your hand-eye coordination by keeping your eyes on the object you are 

drawing rather than the paper in front of you.
4. Pair up with a partner and let somebody describe a photo or object to you to draw, 

following the instructions that they give.
5. Draw with both hands on the paper at the same time, using different materials. 


